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The mission of the French National Consultative Ethics Committee 
for Health and Life Sciences (CCNE) is to examine ethical issues 
raised by the progress of knowledge in the fields of biology, 
medicine and health. In fifteen years, it has released more than 
fifty opinions, reports and recommendations published in this 
book. 

(( Some of them arose as a response t o  the therapeutic revolution 
which concern medicine : recent advances in treatment, prevention 
of disease, epidemiology and clinical research. Some others deal 
with issues arising from the biological revolution which is about 
to  give mankind mastery of reproduction, of heredity and of the 
neruous system, and which concerns society as a whole. )) 
(JEAN BERNARD, HONORARY CHAIRMAN OF THE CCNE) 

N I t  seemed appropriate to circulate them to  the English speaking 
community so that they contribute more effectively to  the global 
democratic debate : scientific research knows no frontiers and 
ethical probZems which it awakens increasingly concern humanity 
as a whole. Y 

(JEAN-PIERRE CHANGEUX, CHAIRMAN OF THE CCNE) 

Among the main opinions in latter years: 
Molecular genetics and the ethical implications of predictive 

medicine. 
Research on the htinian brain and the sense organs, the human 

behavioural sciences, the drugs addictions. 
Distressing societal problems such as contraception for mentally 

handicapped women or the availability of new molecules for the 
treatment of AIDS. 

Cloning and the creation of embryonic cell collections and their 
uses for therapeutic and scientific purposes. 

552 pages, ISBN 2-9511924-0-1 
Available from: 

Biomedition, 18 rue Camille-Desmoulins, 92300 Levallois-Perret, 
France (e-mail: editass@club-internetfr), FF 470 + postage 

MEP Inc., 915 Foster St., Evanston, I1 60201-3199, USA 
(e-mail: info@afb-adlers.com), US$ 94 + postage 

Genetic Secrets 
Protecting Privacy and 
Confidentiality in the 
Genetic Era 
Edited by Mark A. Rothstein 

“This wide-ranging 
collection deals with the 
issues that arise from our 
rapidly expanding genetic 
knowledge - issues that are 
important today and are 
likely to grow more impor- 
tant.” -John A. Robertson 
$45.00 

Ethics in 
Reproductive and 
Perinatal Medicine 
A New Framework 
Carson Strong 

”This well-written and 
thought-provoking book 
attacks difficult and 
important issues in 
reproductive ethics.” 
-Alan H. DeCherney, M.D. 
$30.00 
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Marihuana, The Forbidden 0 p‘%€?p 

Medicine 
Revised and Expanded 
Edition 
Lester Grinspoon, M.D. and 
James B. Bakalar 

Praise for the first edition: 

”Cogent and convincing 
arguments for the legaliza- 
tion of marihuana and its 
pharmacologically active 
components. . . . This book 
provides an excellent over- 
view of the subject from a 
medical perspective.” - 
Robert M. Swift, M.D., PhD., 
Nnu England Iournnl of 
Medicine 
Cloth $35.00; Paper $16.00 
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